Automatic prostate segmentation on MR images with deep network and graph model.
Automated prostate diagnoses and treatments have gained much attention due to the high mortality rate of prostate cancer. In particular, unsupervised (automatic) prostate segmentation is an active and challenging research. Most conventional works usually utilize handcrafted (low-level) features for prostate segmentation; however they often fail to extract the intrinsic structure of the prostate, especially on images with blurred boundaries. In this paper, we propose a novel automated prostate segmentation model with learned features from deep network. Specifically, we first generate a set of prostate proposals in transverse plane via recognizing the position and coarse estimate of the shape of the prostate on the global prostate image and using the deep network to extract highly effective features for the boundary refinement in a finer scale. With consideration of the correlations among different sequential images, we then construct a graph to select the best prostate proposals from proposal set for its use in 3D prostate segmentation. Experimental evaluation demonstrates that our proposed deep network and graph based method is superior to state-of-the-art couterparts, in terms of both dice similarity coefficient and Hausdorff distance, on public dataset.